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ABSTRACT

Graphs are a well studied construction in discrete math, with one of the most
common areas of study being graph coloring. The graph coloring problem asks for a
color to be assigned to each vertex in a graph such that no two adjacent vertices share
a color. An assignment of k colors that meets these criteria is called a k-coloring.
The coloring graph Ck (G) is defined as the graph where every vertex represents a
valid k-coloring of graph G and edges exist between colorings that di↵er by one
vertex. We call graph G the base graph of the k-coloring graph Ck (G). A primary
point of interest in coloring graph research is that of connectivity, and specifically,
biconnectivity. To assist this research, we wrote software to compute and display
coloring graphs. The software package allows the user to construct base graphs
in a GUI. After construction, a fast backtracking algorithm with bit-arithmetic is
used to compute all possible colorings of the base graph. To aid understanding of
biconnectivity, we use an enhanced version of Robert Tarjan’s cut-vertex algorithm
to identify biconnected components in the coloring graph and build a block-cut tree,
or metagraph. The software has been useful in coloring graph research, especially for
finding counter examples to hypotheses since base graphs can be randomly generated
in mass numbers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Graph coloring is a well studied problem with applications in scheduling , electrical engineering, compiler optimization, and many other areas [14, 7]. The graph
coloring problem asks, ”Given a graph G and a number of colors k, how can we assign
a color to each vertex such that no adjacent vertices share a color?” Any assignment
of k colors that meets these criteria is called a valid k-coloring. Figure 1.1 shows
both an invalid and valid k-coloring of a small graph with k = 2.
We are interested in a graph-coloring reconfiguration problem. Reconfiguration
problems seek to switch between two allowable solutions to a problem in a series of
steps, where each intermediate configuration is also a valid solution to the problem.
Many examples of reconfiguration problems can be found in [11]. In the context of
graph coloring, we try to reconfigure one valid coloring into another. Each step in
the reconfiguration process changes the color of one vertex. The reconfigurations of
graph-coloring can be represented using a a structure called a coloring graph. The
k-coloring graph Ck (G) is the graph where each vertex in Ck (G) represents a valid
coloring of G. Edges exist between vertices in Ck (G) if the colorings represented by
those vertices di↵er by the color of exactly one vertex of G. We call graph G the
base graph of the k-coloring graph Ck (G). Figure 1.2 shows the 3-coloring graph of
the graph in Figure 1.1.
We want to know how easily any solution to the graph coloring problem can
be reconfigured into any other solution. In other words, we want to know about
the connectivity of coloring graphs. It is helpful to visualize graphs in order to
understand their high level connectivity. In the context of coloring graphs, the desire
for visualization presents a problem. Most of the interesting concepts in coloring

1

Figure 1.1: On top, a graph G, on the left, an invalid 2-coloring of G, and on the
right, a valid 2-coloring of G.

Figure 1.2: A coloring graph with k = 3

2

graph connectivity only arise when the coloring graphs are too big to compute by
hand. Finding even one valid coloring of a graph is an NP-hard problem [12], and
the number of valid colorings can grow exponentially with the size of the graph and
the number of colors. Therefore, understanding the structure of coloring graphs is a
computationally intensive process.
1.1 Research Contribution
To aid the study of coloring graphs, we wrote a software package to compute,
visualize, and analyze the structure of coloring graphs. The software package allows
the user to construct base graphs in a GUI. After construction, a fast backtracking
algorithm with bit-arithmetic is used to compute all possible colorings of the base
graph. To aid with connectivity visualization, we use an enhanced version of Robert
Tarjan’s cut vertex algorithm to construct a block-cut tree, or metagraph, of the
coloring graph [10].
1.2 Outline
Chapter 2 of this thesis explains the necessary definitions and properties of coloring graphs to understand the goals of our software. It also explains previous
algorithms used in connectivity and coloring research. Chapter 3 explains how we
construct coloring graphs quickly and store them using minimal space. Chapter 4
shows how we modify Tarjan’s cut vertex algorithm to compute a metagraph. Chapter 5 explains how the software may continue to be improved in the future.
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK

Some knowledge of graph theory is necessary to understand this paper. Here we
formally introduce some concepts in graph connectivity and graph coloring. We also
discuss some previous work related to graph coloring as context for our software.
2.1 Preliminaries
We begin by formally defining a graph.
Definition 2.1.1. A graph G = (V, E), where V and E are sets. The set V contains
elements called vertices. The elements in set E are pairings of two vertices in V .
The elements in E are called edges (See Figure 2.1).
A useful definition before defining connected and biconnected graphs is the definition of a path in a graph.
Definition 2.1.2. Given a graph G = (V, E), a path is a sequence of distinct
vertices (v1 , v2 ...vn ) and a sequence of distinct edges (e1 , e2 ...en 1 ) such that each
edge ei = {vi , vi+1 }, and ei 2 E.
Connected and biconnected graphs can now be defined in terms of paths.

Figure 2.1: A graph with 6 vertices and 9 edges.
4

Definition 2.1.3. A graph G is said to be connected if, for every pair of vertices
(x, y) 2 G, there exists a path with vertex sequence (v1 , v2 , ...vk ), where v1 = x, and
vk = y.
Informally, a graph is connected if there is a path from every vertex to every
other vertex. A graph is biconnected if there are two paths from every vertex to
every other vertex (or they are neighbors). Definition 2.1.4 gives a more formal
definition of biconnectivity.
Definition 2.1.4. A graph G is said to be biconnected if, for every pair of vertices
(x, y) 2 G, there exist two vertex-disjoint paths (v1 ...vk ), where the only vertices in
both paths are v1 = x and vk = y.
Even if a graph is not biconnected, it may contain biconnected components. In
a graph that is connected but not biconnected, the biconnected components are
separated by cut vertices (See figure 2.2).
Definition 2.1.5. A cut vertex, or articulation point is a vertex whose removal
increases the number of connected components.
Figure 2.2 shows how a cut vertex divides a graph into two biconnected components. The biconnected components of a graph can be visualized with a block-cut
tree.
Definition 2.1.6. The block-cut tree, or metagraph of a graph G is the graph
whose vertex set contains a vertex for each biconnected component of G and for each
cut vertex in G. The edge set of the block-cut tree contains an edge between each
biconnected component and cut vertex belonging to that component (See Figure
2.3).
Next, we define some terms related to graph coloring.
5

Figure 2.2: A graph divided into two biconnected components by a central cut vertex.
Removing the cut vertex would disconnect the graph.

Figure 2.3: The metagraph of the graph in Figure 2.2. Note that CUT has its own
vertex but is also included in both biconnected components, as cut vertices are part
of both biconnected components that they divide.
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Definition 2.1.7. A valid coloring of a graph G = (V, E) is an assignment of colors
to each vertex in V such that no vertices v1 , v2 share a color if {v1 , v2 } 2 E. A valid
k-coloring of a graph G = (V, E) is a coloring of G that uses at most k di↵erent
colors (See figure 1.1 on Page 2).
This thesis is concerned with a type of graph called coloring graphs. For every
graph G and number of colors k, there is a coloring graph Ck (G) that encodes all
valid k-colorings of G. This notation is consistent with that used by other literature
[3, 5, 6]. Ck (G) is defined as follows:
Definition 2.1.8. The k-coloring graph Ck (G) is the graph whose vertex set
contains all valid k-colorings of base graph G, with edges existing between two
vertices if and only if the colorings represented by those vertices di↵er by the color
of exactly one vertex in G (See Figure 1.2).
One property of coloring graphs that motivates some of our research questions is
their high degree of symmetry. In order to understand what we mean by symmetry,
we must define graph isomorphism and graph automorphism.
Definition 2.1.9. Graphs G and H are isomorphic if there exists a bijection between their vertex sets f : V (G) ! V (H) such that any edge {v1 , v2 } 2 E(G) exists
if and only if {f (v1 ), f (v2 )} 2 E(H) (See Figure 2.4).
Informally, an automorphism of a graph is an isomorphism between that graph
and itself. Definition 2.1.10 gives a more formal definition of automorphism.
Definition 2.1.10. An automorphism of a graph G is a permutation of its vertex
set f : V (G) ! V (G) such that any edge {v1 , v2 } 2 E(G) exists if and only if
{f (v1 ), f (v2 )} 2 E(G).
7

Figure 2.4: An isomorphism between two graphs, where f (A) = 1, f (B) = 2, etc.

We observe that all coloring graphs have k! automorphisms. Say a graph is 3colored using red, blue, and yellow. If the coloring is valid, all the red vertices may
be swapped to blue, and all the blue vertices may be swapped to red. The result will
still be a valid coloring. More generally, in a valid k-coloring, all vertices of color 0
may be swapped to a di↵erent color, then all vertices of color 1 may be swapped to
any of the remaining colors, etc. Consequently, there exist k! versions of each valid
coloring. Therefore, for any coloring graph Ck (G), there exist k! versions of each
vertex.
2.2 Related Work
Graph coloring is a commonly studied problem in theoretical computer science.
Computers have assisted graph coloring research as far back as 1977 when Appel and
Haken used computer software to prove the four-color theorem of planar graphs [2].
Previous research has been done seeking relationships between properties of a
base graph and the connectivity of its coloring graph [3, 5, 6, 8]. One property
that arises frequently is the chromatic number col of the base graph, defined as the
minimum k needed for a valid k-coloring to exist. Cereceda et al showed in 2007

8

that if k

col(G) + 2, Ck (G) is connected [5]. Furthermore, Choo and MacGillivray

showed in 2010 that for k

col(G) + 3, Ck (G) is Hamiltonian (a stronger case of

biconnectivity) [8].
We now show known algorithms that have been used previously in coloring and
connectivity research. We begin by showing an existing algorithm to compute all
possible colorings of a graph.
2.2.1 Dancing Links
In recent years, the standard method for many backtracking algorithms has been
the ”Dancing Links” technique used by Donald Knuth in his famous Algorithm X
[13]. The idea behind Dancing Links is to restore removed nodes from a doubly
linked list in an efficient manner. This pseudocode:
node.left.right

node.right

node.right.left

node.left

will remove a node from the list, while this pseudocode:
node.right.left

node

node.left.right

node

will insert the node back into the list in its original position. The use of Algorithm
X proposed by Knuth was to solve exact-cover problems [13]. His algorithm encodes
an exact-cover problem in a bit matrix where removing rows and columns represents
covering elements. Algorithm X uses backtracking, and Knuth therefore used the
Dancing Links technique to reinsert removed rows and columns back into the matrix.
Both exact-cover and graph coloring are NP-complete problems [12], so Knuth’s
algorithm can also be used to solve graph coloring. The Sage documentation website
shows a method for reducing a graph coloring problem into an exact cover problem
and setting up a matrix for Algorithm X [4].

9

In Section 3.1, we show a backtracking algorithm inspired by dancing links that
stores the state of the algorithm in a single bitstring and performs all updates with
only bit arithmetic.
2.2.2 Tarjan’s Algorithm for Finding Articulation Points
The current point of interest for coloring graph research at University of Richmond is biconnectivity. Our software was motivated by the desire to compute and
visualize the metagraph of any coloring graph. To construct a metagraph we need to
compute the coloring graph’s biconnected components and the cut vertices between
them. There is a known algorithm by Robert Tarjan that identifies the cut vertices
in a graph [10]. This section explains that algorithm. Section 4.1 details how we
enhanced Tarjan’s algorithm also to compute biconnected components.
Tarjan’s algorithm is used to find cut vertices in a connected graph. For a
disconnected graph, the algorithm can be run individually on every connected component. The algorithm uses depth first search to traverse a graph, tracking two pieces
of information about each vertex:
• The depth of the vertex, or its distance from the root in the DFS tree.
• The lowpoint of the vertex, defined as the minimum depth among the descendants
of the vertex in the DFS tree and the neighbors of those descendants in G (with a
vertex counting as one of its own descendants).
A vertex v is a cut vertex if it has a child with lowpoint greater than or equal to
the depth of v. The root is a special case; it is a cut vertex if it has more than one
child. Figure 2.5 shows Tarjan’s algorithm partway through execution on an example
graph.
Pseudocode for the key recursive portion of Tarjan’s algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Tarjan’s algorithm is run on a graph with the visited field of every vertex

10

Figure 2.5: Tarjan’s algorithm partway through execution. The DFS traverses in
alphabetical order. Edges already traversed are marked in red. Known cut vertices
are marked in green. Ordered pairs show (depth, lowpoint).
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set to false, the depth and lowpoint for every vertex set to null, and the parent for
every vertex set to null. The algorithm iterates through a vertex’s neighbor list. If
a neighbor has not been visited, we recursively call Tarjan’s on the neighbor. If the
neighbor has already been visited, we use its depth to update our lowpoint. Note
that this implementation does not create or output biconnected components. It only
marks the cut vertices. We modify this algorithm in section 4.1 to take in a graph
and output its metagraph.

Algorithm 1 Tarjans
Input: vertex v, depth d
1: visited[v]
true
2: depth[v]
d
3: lowpoint[v]
d
4: childCount
0
5: isCutVertex
false
6: for all neighbors n of v do
7:
if not visited[n] then
8:
parent[n]
v
9:
Tarjans(n, d + 1)
10:
childCount
childCount + 1
11:
if lowpoint[n] depth[v] then
12:
isCutVertex
true
13:
end if
14:
lowpoint[v]
min (lowpoint[v], lowpoint[n])
15:
else if n 6= parent[v] then
16:
lowpoint[v]
min (lowpoint[v], depth[n])
17:
end if
18: end for
19: if (parent[v] 6= null AND isCutVertex) or (parent[v] = null and childCount > 1)
then
20:
Output v as a cut vertex
21: end if

Correctness of Tarjan’s algorithm can be proven as follows:
12

Figure 2.6: Tarjan’s algorithm partway through execution. At the current point in
time, the algorithm is returning from a child to Now, with the lowpoint of the child
being greater than or equal to the depth of Now. Therefore Now will be marked as a
cut vertex. By the rules of DFS, the red edges are all impossible.

Proof. Figure 2.6 shows Tarjan’s algorithm running on a graph. At the current point
in time, the algorithm is returning from a child of the vertex Now. Say the lowpoint
of the child is greater than or equal to the depth of Now. Tarjan’s algorithm will
therefore mark Now as a cut vertex. If Now truly is a cut vertex, then none of the
edges shown in red can exist, as each would form a cycle that would biconnect the
vertices on both sides of Now. We now show that each of these red edges in figure
2.6 is impossible, proving that Now must be a cut vertex.
Case 1: Assume an edge exists from a descendant of Now to an undiscovered vertex.
If such an edge did exist, then the DFS would have traversed that edge before
returning to Now. Therefore those vertices cannot be undiscovered, and we have
reached a contradiction.
Case 2: Assume an edge exists from a descendant of Now to an ancestor of Now.
If this edge exists, then a descandant of Now has a neighbor that is an ancestor of

13

Now. Therefore, the lowpoint of this descendant is at least as low as the depth of an
ancestor of Now. The depth of an ancestor of Now is lower than the depth of Now.
Therefore the lowpoint of the descendant is lower than the depth of now. We have
reached a contradiction.
Case 3: Assume an edge exists from a descendant of Now to a vertex that has
already returned. If such an edge exists, then DFS would already have processed
the descendants of Now. If the descendants of now had already been processed, then
they could not be descendants of Now. We have reached a contradiction.
At this point, we have established that any vertex marked as a cut vertex by
Tarjan’s must be a cut vertex. Next, we must prove that no cut vertex in the graph
will be missed. We prove this fact with the same construction. If Now is a cut vertex,
then none of the three red edges may exist. If none of the three red edges exist, then
descendants of Now only have neighbors with depth greater than the depth of Now.
Therefore the lowpoint of descendants of Now will have a lowpoint at least as great
as the depth of Now. Therefore, Tarjan’s algorithm will mark Now as a cut vertex.

14

3. COLORING GRAPH GENERATION

3.1 Computing Coloring Graph Vertices
The first step in generating a coloring graph is computing every possible coloring
of the base graph. Our algorithm uses backtracking as the logical core with bit
arithmetic as a mechanism. The goal of color generation is to output a list of integers
where each integer is both the name and encoding of a valid coloring. Each encoding
can be thought of as an integer in base-k where the ith digit of the integer tells
the color of vertex vi . Because the encoding of a coloring is also the name of the
corresponding vertex in the coloring graph, the algorithms in this section frequently
use the name of a vertex in the coloring graph as a number.
At a high level, our coloring algorithm iterates through the vertex list assigning
colors until either all vertices are colored or a vertex is reached that has no legal colors. Beginning at depth 0, vertex 0 is assigned a color, then the depth is increased.
At each depth, one vertex is assigned a color. If the vertex cannot be colored, the
algorithm backtracks to the previous depth. For proper backtracking, the algorithm
must track several things at each depth:
• Which colors can legally be assigned to a vertex at the current depth. This information is called the state of the algorithm.
• The current assignment of colors.
• The vertex that is trying to be colored at the current depth.
• The color most recently tested for legality at the current depth.
Each time the algorithm colors a vertex, it updates the state and assignment accordingly. It then picks a new vertex to color. If the vertex cannot be colored, the
algorithm will backtrack by reverting to the previous state and assignment. All of
15

Figure 3.1: A visual representation of how the state bitstring is indexed for a graph
with size V and k = 4. This same indexing is used for the assignment bitstring.

these processes are done with bit arithmetic.
The state is stored as a bitstring of length kv, where each bit corresponds to
one potential vertex-color assignment (See Figure 3.1). The first bit represents the
legality of vertex 0 being assigned color 0; the second bit represents the legality of
vertex 0 being assigned color 1; etc until the last bit, which represents vertex v

1

being assigned color k 1. If we want to check whether vertex vi may be assigned color
kj , we use a command similar to state.test(vi * k + kj ). This same indexing is
used for the assignment bitstring. Each bit in the assignment encodes whether that
vertex-color combination has been chosen.
Pseudocode for finding all colorings is shown in Algorithm 2. At each depth, the
algorithm tries to color a vertex, beginning with color 0. If color 0 is not allowed,
it will try color 1, then 2, until k

1. If no color can be assigned, the algorithm

will backtrack to the previous depth. Once the depth reaches |V |, the complete
assignment is encoded as an integer and turned into a vertex in the coloring graph.
This process continues until all possible colorings have been found. A few comments:
1. The method in line 1 computes a set of bitstrings that are used to update the
state during the algorithm. These bitstrings are stored in the array referenced
in line 16. This method is discussed later in this section.

16

2. The bit operations in line 2 produce a bitstring of entirely 1’s. The state at
depth 0 must show that all vertices may be assigned any color.
3. The encode method in line 10 converts the assignment to an integer that can
be interpreted in base-k. This integer is used as the ID for the vertex created
in the coloring graph.
4. Because the state and assignment need to be stored at every depth, we use arrays that can be accessed using state[depth] or assignment[depth]. These
arrays make progression and backtracking easy, since depth is stored as a variable that can be incremented to access the appropriate information. Note that
the maximum depth of the algorithm is equal to the number of vertices in the
base graph, so these arrays are statically sized.
5. The algorithm is written in a way that the vertices could be colored in any
order. Line 18 ensures that the vertices will be colored in numerical order by
their ID, but heuristics could be implemented here to choose vertices more
wisely. This idea is discussed further in section 5.2.
These next few pages discuss the computeUpdateBitstrings helper method in
Algorithm 2. The idea of this method is to precompute all possible bit arithmetic
that may be necessary to update the state after assigning a color. Say we are trying
to 3-color a graph with four vertices set up in a square.

0

1

2

3

The algorithm will begin with this state:
17

Algorithm 2 Find All k-Colorings of G
Input: Graph G = (V, E), int k
1: computeUpdateBitstrings()
. This is shown on page 21.
2: state[0]
(1 ⌧ (k ⇤ size())) 1
3: assignment[0]
0
4: vertex[0]
0
5: color[0]
-1
6: depth
0
7: while depth
0 do
8:
color[depth]
color[depth] + 1
9:
if depth = size() then
. We have assigned a color to every vertex
10:
cg.addVertex(encode(assignment[depth], k))
11:
depth
depth 1
12:
else if color[depth] = k then
. We have exhausted all colors for
vertex[depth]
13:
depth
depth 1
14:
else if state[depth].test(vertex[depth] * k + color[depth]) then . We color
vertex[depth] with color[depth] and update the graph
15:
index
vertex[depth] * k + color[depth]
16:
state[depth+1]
state[depth] & updateBitstrings[index]
17:
assignment[depth + 1]
assignment[depth]
18:
assignment[depth + 1].set(index)
19:
depth
depth + 1
20:
vertex[depth]
depth
21:
color[depth]
-1
22:
end if
23: end while
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111 111 111 111.
Since we are allowing three colors, each set of three bits corresponds to one vertex.
The first bit in a set shows whether that vertex can be assigned color 0. The second
bit in a set shows whether that vertex can be assigned color 1. The third bit in a set
shows whether that vertex can be assigned color 2. All bits are 1’s at the beginning
because any vertex can be assigned any color. If vertex 0 is assigned color 0, the
state must be updated to look like this:
111 110 110 000.
The entire block corresponding to vertex 0 has been zeroed out (vertex 0 is on the
right, vertex 3 on the left), since none of those options will be chosen unless we
backtrack and uncolor vertex 0. Furthermore, the blocks for vertices 1 and 2 both
have had their first bit changed to 0. Because vertices 1 and 2 are neighbors of vertex
0, they can no longer be assigned color 0. But because they can still be assigned
colors 1 or 2, the other two bits in both those blocks are still 1’s. Now, if we assign
vertex 1 color 2, we need to update the state to look like this:
011 110 000 000.
The block for vertex 1 has been zeroed out, and vertex 3 has been disallowed from
being color 2. Each vertex-color assignment disallows certain other assignments, and
those assignments can be computed before coloring begins. No matter what the state
of the algorithm may be, assigning vertex 1 color 2 will always update the state in
the following manner:
state

state AND 011 111 000 011.

This bitstring has 0’s in the exact locations that have just been disallowed. The goal
of Algorithm 3 is to precompute similar bitstrings for any possible assignment. With
this information, updating the state while coloring becomes easy. These bitstrings
must have two properties:
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Given a vertex v and a color c,
• All bits that correspond to v must be 0’s.
• All bits that correspond to neighbors of v receiving color c must be 0’s.
Pseudocode for generating these bitstrings is shown in Algorithm 3. Note that this
algorithm computes the negation of the bitstring we are looking for since the bit
operations to do so are much simpler. The resulting bitstrings will be negated before
they are used in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm generates two bitstrings for each vertex that can be combined to
produce the final desired bitstring. It begins by computing the ”blockBits” for each
vertex. The blockBits for a vertex v are a bitstring where all bits are 0’s except for
the k consecutive bits that correspond to the possible colorings of vertex v. The
blockBits for any vertex are easily generated by shifting a size k group of 1’s until
they reach the appropriate location in the bitstring. Using the same example from
above with vertex 1 being assigned color 2, the blockBits for that bitstring are the
bits corresponding to vertex 1. The bitstring we eventually want is:
011 111 000 011.
The blockBits will look like this:
111 111 000 111.
The second bitstring generated for each vertex is the ”adjacencyBits.” The adjacency bits for a vertex v are a bitstring where all bits are 0’s except for the first
bit in the blocks for neighbors of v. This bitstring can be generated by iterating
through v’s neighbor list and adding temp ⌧ (name * k), where name is the ID
for a neighbor. Using the same example, the adjacencyBits look like this:
110 111 110 110.
Vertex 1 is connected to vertex 0 and vertex 3, so we disallow those vertices from
sharing a color with vertex 1. Note that 0’s signifying adjacency are in the slots for
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color 0, not color 2. When v’s adjacencyBits are ORed with its block bits, we obtain
the appropriate bitstring to update the state for v being assigned color 0. To obtain
the bitstrings for other colors, we simply shift the 0’s in the adjacencyBits left before
ORing. The bits will be shifted repeatedly for each color until color k.

Algorithm 3 Compute Update Bitstrings
Input: Graph G = (V, E), int k
1: vertices[0].blockBits
(1 ⌧ k) - 1
2: for i
1 . . . vertices.size() do
3:
vertices[i].blockBits
(vertices[i-1].blockBits ⌧ k)
4: end for
5: temp
1
6: for i
0 . . . vertices.size() do
7:
current
vertices[i]
8:
for all name 2 current.neighbors do
9:
current.adjacencyBits
current.adjacencyBits _ (temp ⌧ (name * k))
10:
end for
11:
current.adjacencyBits
current.adjacencyBits _ (temp ⌧ (current.name *
k))
12: end for
13: for i
0 . . . vertices.size() do
14:
current
vertices[i]
15:
temp
current.adjacencyBits
16:
for j
0 . . . k do
17:
updateBitstrings.add(temp OR current.blockBits)
18:
temp = temp ⌧ 1
19:
end for
20: end for

3.2 Computing Coloring Graph Edges
One of the primary concerns in coloring graph generation is storage. For all foreseeable, practical research purposes, base graphs and metagraphs will be relatively
small. However, coloring graphs grow exponentially with the size of the base graph.
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The maximum size of Ck (G) is k v , where v is the size of G. Take a base graph with
15 vertices and 4 colors, and the maximum size of the coloring graph is over 1 billion.
Consequently, we want coloring-vertex objects to store as little information as possible. The primary storage concern is neighbor lists, since any vertex in this example
could have (k

1)v = 45 neighbors. Unfortunately, Tarjan’s algorithm requires

knowledge of a vertex’s neighbors since DFS is the core of the algorithm. There is a
workaround to this issue that involves computing neighbors on the fly when Tarjan’s
requires that information. Consequently, we never store the edge sets of coloring
graphs. Rather, this section explains how we compute neighbors of vertices in the
coloring graph on the fly.
It was mentioned in the previous section that a vertex’s name encodes the coloring
it represents in base-k. A vertex named 2120 in base-3 would represent a coloring
where vertex 0 is color 0, vertex 1 is color 2, vertex 2 is color 1, and vertex 3 is color
2. We can break this encoding down like so:
2120 = 2000 + 0100 + 0020 + 0000.
Each addend shows the color of one vertex. The base-10 addend for any vertex-color
combination can be computed with color * (k ** v). We can take advantage
of these addends to find the neighbors of a coloring-vertex. Say we wanted the
neighbors of coloring-vertex 2120. We know that the neighbors are the coloringvertices with exactly one di↵erent color. Because of our base-k encoding, we know
that any neighbor will have an encoding with exactly one di↵erent digit. For example,
2121 is a neighbor of 2120. Thus, to iterate through the neighbor list of 2120, we
need to iterate through every base-k number with exactly one di↵erent digit. If any
of those numbers shows up in the vertex list for the coloring graph, we know it is
a neighbor. This process is shown in Algorithm 4. The algorithm uses modular
arithmetic to figure out what the encoding of a vertex would have been if it had one
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di↵erent color. It then checks to see whether that encoding exists in the coloring
graph. If the encoding exists, then it is returned, since it must be a neighbor. A few
comments on Algorithm 4:
1. This method belongs to an object called ColoringVertexNeighborIterator.
Each coloring-vertex stores its own iterator. The variables positionctr and
colorctr are instance variables of the iterator. This way, the iterator can keep
track of where to begin iteration every time Algorithm 4 is called.
2. precompexp is a precomputed, 2-D vector that stores the addends for every
vertex-color combination. Using the arithmetic above,
precompexp[v][c] --> c * (k ** v)
3. The variable name is the ID/encoding of the coloring-vertex calling the method.
This algorithm concludes our process for generating the coloring graph. To analyze the connectivity of the coloring graph, we use Tarjan’s cut vertex algorithm [10]
to generate the metagraph. Section 4 shows our implementation of that algorithm
and the end result when viewed in our GUI.
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Algorithm 4 Get Next Neighbor
Input: Graph G, int name
Iterator state variables: int positionctr, int colorctr
1: for positionctr
positionctr . . . baseGraph.size() do
2:
addend
precompexp[positionctr][1]
3:
curcol
(name / addend) mod k
4:
for colorctr
colorctr . . . k do
5:
if colorctr = curcol then
6:
continue
7:
end if
8:
newcoloring
name
9:
newcoloring
newcoloring - precompexp[positionctr][curcol]
10:
newcoloring
newcoloring + precompexp[positionctr][colorctr]
11:
if vertices.contains(newcoloring) then
12:
colorctr
colorctr + 1
13:
return newcoloring
14:
end if
15:
end for
16:
colorctr
0
17: end for
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4. METAGRAPH GENERATION

4.1 Modifying Tarjan’s Algorithm
We want to produce a metagraph that shows the biconnected components of a
coloring graph and the cut vertices between them. The implementation of Tarjan’s
algorithm in Section 2.2.2 fails to meet our goals in two ways. First, it only computes
the cut vertices and not the biconnected components that they separate. Second, the
recursive nature of the implementation is not sustainable on large coloring graphs.
We modify Tarjan’s algorithm to fix both of these issues.
Pseudocode for our implementation is shown in Algorithm 5. The algorithm
creates and outputs a metagraph consisting of metavertices. A metavertex is a biconnected component of the input graph. It stores its own vertex list that includes
any cut vertices in the component. Rather than contructing edges between biconnected components, we construct additional metavertex objects for each individual
cut vertex and connect biconnected components through those cut vertices. Due to
length, the pseudocode in Algorithm 5 leaves out some edge cases involving the root
and disconnected input graphs. Below are some comments explaining the code.
1. Lines 2-14 follow the same traversal logic as Algorithm 1. But instead of
recursively calling Tarjan’s on newly discovered vertices, we add the vertices to
a list. The iterator current tracks which vertex in the list is being processed.
Vertices in the list store their parent in the DFS tree, since the parent is not
necessarily the previous vertex in the list.
2. Line 4 uses the getNextNeighbor method explained in section 3.2.
3. Lines 15-25 show the logic for metagraph construction. Each time a new cut
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vertex is discovered, we create a new metavertex and splice into it all the
vertices from the current location in the vertex list to the end. The cut vertex
itself must then be added to the metavertex since it will not be in the range
(current, end). We do not want to remove the cut vertex from the vertex list
yet since it will belong to another metavertex on the other side of the cut.
4. Details of Line 19: It is possible that some of the vertices that get spliced into
a metavertex are cut vertices themselves. In this case, we need to add an edge
from the new metavertex to each of these cut vertices. We accomplish these
connections with the use of a stack. Each time we discover a cut vertex, we
add it to a cut vertex stack. When a biconnected component is created, we
examine all the cut vertices on the stack. If any of those cut vertices on the
stack are contained in the new metavertex, an edge will be added.
4.2 The UI
Figure 4.1 shows the interface of the software that we created. In the top-left
pane, the user may freely construct a base graph. After constructing a base graph
and choosing a k value, clicking the “generate” button will begin construction and
analysis of the coloring graph. The top-right pane shows the completed coloring
graph with cut vertices marked in red. The bottom-left pane shows a block-cut
tree, or metagraph, of the coloring graph. This metagraph is useful for connectivity
analysis. Finally, the bottom-right pane shows what the o↵shoots in this graph look
like, beginning with the cut vertex that separates them from the central component.
Since some graphs have multiple polymorphic classes of o↵shoots, one o↵shoot from
each polymorphic class will be displayed in this pane.
All graph classes and algorithms were written in C++. To ease distribution, we
wrapped the graph library in SWIG to allow the code to be run in Python, then we
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Algorithm 5 Modified Tarjans
Input: Graph G
1: mg
new MetaGraph()
2: current
random vertex of G
3: while true do
4:
child
current.getNextNeighbor()
5:
if child 6= null and not visited[child] then
6:
vertexList.push back(child)
7:
current
vertexList.end()
8:
else
9:
current.lowpoint
min(current.lowpoint, child.depth)
10:
if current.hasNextNeighbor() then
11:
continue
12:
end if
13:
break if: current = root
14:
parent.lowpoint
min(parent.lowpoint, current.lowpoint)
15:
if parent = root or current.lowpoint parent.depth then
16:
foundCutVertex
parent
17:
MetaVertex mv
mg.addVertex(foundCutVertex)
18:
MetaVertex cutmv
mg.addVertex(foundCutVertex)
19:
mv.connect(all in range: cutVertexStack.top...foundCutVertex)
20:
mv.connect(cutmv)
21:
cutVertexStack.push(cutmv)
22:
current
foundCutVertex
23:
else
24:
current
parent
25:
end if
26:
end if
27: end while
28: return mg
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Figure 4.1: An example of coloring graph generation and analysis in the software. In
the top-left, the user may construct a base graph. The top-right shows the coloringgraph. The bottom-left shows the metagraph. The bottom-right shows isomorphism
classes of o↵shoots from the central component.

used Flask to allow the code to be run in a web browser. The graphs are visualized
with the Javascript library Pyvis [1].
This UI was designed as a first attempt at coloring graph visualization. It has
been useful for testing hypotheses and building intuition about coloring graph structure. However, it is limited to small test cases since it displays the full coloring
graph, and coloring graphs grow exponentially with the size of the base graph and
number of colors. Section 5.1 explains potential improvements to the UI.
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5. FUTURE DIRECTION

Our software is designed with current research goals in mind, and it has proved
useful in testing our hypotheses. It has been particularly useful for finding counterexamples to hypotheses since scripts can be written to generate mass numbers
of random graphs and test them for certain properties. However, several aspects
of the software’s design may become outdated as research progresses. Section 5.1
explains some limitations of the software and how it may need to be reworked at a
later date. Section 5.2 discusses potential improvements to the implementation of
current algorithms.
5.1 Design Improvements
Coloring graph research is still in a primitive state. The majority of research
and literature on the topic only examines coloring graphs where k  4. It is unclear
how our hypotheses have been limited by our previous inability to compute larger
coloring graphs. It is important to keep in mind that our software is tailored for
current research questions. Its capabilities, therefore, are limited by our current
understanding of coloring graphs. As research becomes more advanced, the interface
may benefit from redesign. Seeing the full coloring graph is not normally useful since
the sheer size of the central component overloads Pyvis. The coloring graph also does
not inform our understanding of the connectivity any better than the metagraph.
We spend most of our time looking at the o↵shoots from the central component,
as our current hypotheses involve the connective structures that arise in o↵shoots.
For example, we have hypothesized that all o↵shoots from the central biconnected
component of a coloring graph are subgraphs of hypercubes. We believe that this
hypothesis will be much easier to prove or disprove if we can compute larger coloring
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graphs. Particularly when our test cases become larger and we want to examine
larger o↵shoots, we may no longer want to dedicate a pane to the coloring graph or
the metagraph. Rather, we may want to write algorithms to analyze the colorings
in o↵shoots and display that data instead.
5.2 Implementation Improvements
In addition to UI improvements, a number of improvements could be made to
the implementation of existing algorithms. This section explains two improvements
that we have discussed but not implemented.
One possible improvement would be expanding the scope of the bit arithmetic
used for coloring-vertices. Algorithm 2 on page 18 uses a bitstring called assignment
to track the current assignment of vertices. Once a valid assignment is reached, the
bitstring is encoded as a number in base-k that is then used as the ID for a coloringvertex.
It would likely be more time efficient not to use base-k encodings at all. The ID
for a coloring-vertex could simply be the same bitstring generated by Algorithm 2.
This change would save time not only while generating the coloring-vertices, but also
while computing their neighbors. Section 3.2 explains how we need to precompute
base-10 addends for every possible vertex-color combination to find the neighbors of a
base-k encoded vertex. This process would be faster if the encodings were bitstrings
since a candidate neighbor can be generated by flipping just two bits in the encoding.
For example, say we have this base-4 encoding:
2 3 3 1 0.
The assignment bitstring would look like this (vertex 0 on the right):
0000 0010 1000 1000 0100
Say we wanted a neighbor where vertex 0 was color 3 instead of color 2. Our new
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encoding would be this:
0000 0010 1000 1000 1000
By flipping two bits, we obtained a candidate neighbor. Using bitstrings for the ID’s
of coloring-vertices is one way we could save time at the cost of the space needed to
store bitstrings. Memory complexity was our primary concern when first designing
our implementation of Tarjan’s algorithm, but recent profiling shows that Tarjan’s is
the runtime bottleneck. On 1000 tests of base graphs with |V | = 8, k = 4, Tarjan’s
takes around 9.14 times longer on average than computing the coloring graph. With
|V | = 11, k = 4, Tarjan’s takes around 7.57 times longer. It is possible that Tarjan’s
will become relatively more efficient as test sizes increase; however, Tarjan’s runtime
is linear in the size of the coloring graph, so it will scale exponentially with the size
of the base graph. Using bit arithmetic to compute neighbors faster on the fly could
greatly improve runtime.
Another possible improvement for coloring generation involves the order in which
we color vertices. Currently, we color vertices in numerical order by their ID. But
heuristics could be implemented here to improve the runtime. It is important to
remember that a backtracking algorithm has a natural pruning e↵ect. If the algorithm realizes that a full coloring is impossible after coloring just three vertices, it
will not test any more colorings that have those three vertices colored in the same
way. Those colorings have all been pruned out of the search space. Because of this
pruning e↵ect, the algorithm finishes the fastest when it fails early.
One common sense way to make the algorithm fail as early as possible is to color
vertices in order of degree from highest to lowest. The idea is that vertices with
lots of edges will eliminate the most options, causing the algorithm to fail sooner.
This ordering is not proven to make significant runtime improvements; some research
suggests that it may in fact worsen runtime on large graphs [9]. Furthermore, Jörg
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Rothe showed in 2000 that coloring vertices in this order does not make it any easier
to find the chromatic number of a graph [15]. We may implement this ordering
in the future, but in addition, we propose that a preprocessing step would find the
maximum sized clique in the base graph. Max-clique is an NP-hard problem [12], but
base graphs are small enough that this preprocessing would still save time. Because
all vertices in a clique need to be di↵erent colors, we could fix the colors of those
vertices so that they are guaranteed not to conflict. Fixing these vertices would
reduce the size of the search space by a factor of

k!
.
(k |max clique|)!

Base graphs are

relatively small, so the max-clique will frequently be big enough for that reduction
to be significant. The changes we have described here would reduce runtime, albeit
at the cost of space. We will need to test these changes to see how they a↵ect
processing of larger graphs. The size of coloring graphs is the primary hindrance to
the research that motivated our software. Future decisions must be made based on
whether they improve processing of larger test cases.
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